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: What People are Writing About

what people are writing about
BOOKS
Scientific Decision Making in
Business by Abe Shuchman, Holt,

Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., New
York, 1963, 561 pages, $7.95.
This book’s subtitle, “Readings in
Operations Research for Nonmath
ematicians,”
a better description
of
contents, its style
its ap
proach than
actual name. Bas
it
a collection of articles
from a variety of sources dealing
with operations research. However,
the author has presented them in
a well-organized framework, and
has written several bridge articles
himself so that the result is a com
prehensive and lucid over-all view
of what operations research
and
it can be applied.

The volume is divided into four
sections, the first three of which
deal with the nature of
research and
methodology, the
last with some concrete examples
of operations research applications
in production management, in mar
keting management, and in finan
cial management.
Perhaps the book’s greatest val
ue is that it takes a subject that

has been so heavily weighted with
the technical jargon of the scientists
and mathematicians who first de
veloped it that it has frightened
away the average businessman, and
presents it for what it is: a rational
approach to problem solving which
usually employs mathematical
methods but which sometimes re
quires little more than observation,
investigation, and logic.
That is its greatest value be
cause operations research, though
today a somewhat esoteric field
more often discussed than used in
business, will inevitably gain in
creasing acceptance. It is not a fad
or a pseudo-science. It is an ap
proach which, in the book’s words,
“promises to convert many prob
lems which now seem too complex,
too chaotic, too random, or too un
certain for treatment with anything
other than intuition, experience
and judgment, to ordered
which can be analyzed with a vast
variety of tools already known and
widely used in other disciplines.”
such, it holds too much promise
for business to be ignored. Conse
quently, the foresighted business
—and certainly the advisor to
business—should gain at least some
knowledge of the techniques in

REVIEW EDITORS

Automatic Data Processing Sys
tems by Robert H. Gregory and

Richard L. Van H
, Wadsworth
Publishing Company, Inc., Belmont,
California, 1963, 816 pages, $9.50.
This revised edition of the authors’
earlier work is an extremely valu
able book for
concerned
with electronic data processing at
any level.

The authors, both of whom
with the RAND Corporation, have
designed their book for use as the
text for a one-year course in EDP.
No previous knowledge of the field
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volved and where and how they
can be used.
And that is the book’s second
great value. For this is exactly what
it offers. No one, without previous
knowledge of the field, will become
an expert in it through reading
this book. But he will be able to
apply many of the approaches to
problem solving that are presented
in the book, and he will be able
to decide when and where the ex
pert OR practitioner would be
valuable. Since that is Professor
Shuchman’s basic purpose, the
book must be judged a success.
M. S.
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Herbert E. Miller, Michigan State University, East
Lansing
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generally
disposes
of his
on the reader
’s part isServices:
assumed.
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out being subjected to the risks
However, the book is so compre
characteristic of the open market—
hensive that it is also a valuable
Surge of Secondaries by Anna
and at a price not far from the
basic reference work for a reader
Merjos, Barrons December 16,
going
quotation.
quite sophisticated in data proc
1963,
p.
9.

7. Often the source of the sec
essing techniques. Few people con
This article presents the distin
ondary
not identified and in
cerned with EDP are equally ex
guishing
characteristics
motiva
variably the seller turns out to be
perienced in
design, equip
tions underlying secondary distribu
either a wealthy individual or an
and the factors management
tions
of stock, which have become
institution.
should consider in making decisions
an enormously popular means of
on systems design, applications and
The author, Miss
then
selling
large blocks of stock in re
equipment selections. The expert
discusses
the
interesting
and
more
cent
years.
in any one of these areas can
complicated aspects of secondaries:
profit by the book’s discussion of
For a timely and interesting dis
the
reasons why the seller is
the others. And even that rare ex
cussion on the subject of secondary
prompted
to use this means of dis
ception who is equally at home in
distributions of stock, accountants
tribution.
Some
of the factors are:
all three fields might find useful
encouraged to read Miss Merjos’
the book’s complete listing of the
1. The influence of death and
article. While the article is not
various types of equipment now of
taxes on estate holdings
specifically related to management
fered by American companies, and
2. The desire for investment di
services, it does cover a financial
the individual characteristics of
versification
area in which accountants need to
each machine; the glossary; and
3. The rash of postwar mergers
broaden their knowledge. The ac
the quite complete bibliography of
4. It’s a good way to “go public”
countant who reads this article will
other literature in the field.
understand better the characteris
At the conclusion of the article
Two new features incorporated in
tics of and reasons for off-board dis
the author mentions the tendency
this edition of the 1960 work are
tributions of stock by a company.
of some to regard a secondary as
discussions of information - flow
Consequently he can provide some
evidence that “smart money” is
analysis and decision tables. Infor
useful guidelines to managements
being
taken out of a stock. Here
mation-flow analysis is defined as
in the area of financial planning.
the
CPA
plays a vital role between
an event chain approach which re
After giving impressive facts and
the
sophisticated
seller and the notviews the flow of data about an
figures on secondary distributions
so-sophisticated
buyer
by recogniz
event from its origin, through files,
in recent years and making inter
ing his responsibility for the state
to output, and makes it possible,
esting comparisons with the past,
ment of facts and financial repre
the authors say, to use a processor
the author presents some of the dis
sentations as set forth in the pros
to analyze both the actual flow of
tinguishing characteristics of such
pectus.
If a potential investor is to
data in an existing system, and the
distributions:
judge a company’s current circum
planned flow in a proposed system.
stances and future prospects, he
Decision tables, which the au
1. They generally involve sizable
must rely on the dissemination of
thors believe are a promising al
blocks of stock.
adequate and accurate information
ternative to detailed flow charting
2. The seller has the opportunity
which meets the regulations of the
in both the design and programingto approve of the distribution in
SEC as well as the Code of Pro
coding phases of systems develop
advance when the transaction takes
fessional Ethics of the AICPA.
are forms in which all con
place at a fixed price (the usual
Where high standards are followed
arrangement).
ns relevant to the problem

on financial statements for SEC
being considered are listed at the
3.
ers pay the commissions
alysi
registrations, the investor in a sec
top and all actions taken to solve
on secondaries as the buyers obtain
ondary distribution is best able to
the problem at the bottom in the
the stock at a net price.
devote the same careful attention
order of their execution.
4. Brokers have a strong induce
to intrinsic values as is required
The inner technicalities are too
ment to push
as their
when making
in the
detailed to discuss here, but in ef
concession is more in contrast to a
open market.
fect a decision table is a type of
round-lot sale on the
of the
If after reading “Surge of Sec
written flow chart. According to the
exchange.
ondaries” the accountant is only
5. Although the commission is
authors, they “show conditions and
more fully aware of his important
larger the seller is able to dispose
operations in a more clear and or
responsibilities in connection with
derly fashion [than flow charts]
of his stock at an advantageous
secondary distributions of stock,
price level—especially a case in
thus facilitating careful and com
then the reading of this article will
plete development of the problem
point when there
a
market
have been a worthwhile endeavor.
for the particular security.
logic during both the problem an
Dean S. Etteman
and ” 
s and programing stages.
6. Since most secondaries are on
Michigan State University
are Sell
A.O’R.
a firm commitment basis, the seller
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